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Could it be because of Xu Xiyan? That's impossible, right? 

Chu Yuhe went to Yunhai Entertainment again to look for Huo Yunshen, but Huo Yunshen refused to see 

him . 

Without the alliance, the CEO of Yunhai Entertainment wasn't someone that Chu Yuhe could meet 

without an appointment . 

Chu Yuhe had no choice but to look for Huo Jingtang, but he gave him the same treatment . 

Without the help from Yunhai Entertainment, Juxing's stock plummeted . 

Chu Yuhe was desperate . He was being cornered by reporters outside of his company and by the 

stockholders inside his company . 

All he had left was to ask Xu Xinrou for help . 

He went back to his apartment and tried to hug Xu Xinrou . 

But what he got was a slap from her . 

“My love… what was that for?” 

“Don't you dare call me that!” Xu Xinrou scolded . “I'm just a woman who's unreasonable, always acted 

high and mighty, and materialistic to you, aren't I?” 

Chu Yuhe quickly thought of Xu Xiyan . It must be Xu Xiyan who told her this . 

“That's all a lie!” Chu Yuhe cried . “You're the best in the world, believe me! You're the one I love the 

most!” 

“Do you think I will still believe you?” Xu Xinrou scolded . She blamed herself for being naïve, for 

believing that everything Xu Xiyan had was better than what she had . That was the reason she wanted 

to take everything from Xu Xiyan, but she would've never guessed that all she would get was just trash . 

“Please, I know I'm wrong,” Chu Yuhe kneeled in front of Xu Xinrou and begged . “Please give me 

another chance . I promise you I'll only love you, I'll never look at other girls again! I'll listen to 

everything you say!” 

“Please don't leave me!” Chu Yuhe continued to cry as he hugged Xu Xinrou's legs . “I'm dead if you 

don't help me!” 

“You only think of me when you're in trouble! Who do you think I am, your nanny?” Xu Xinrou scolded . 

“Take care of your own troubles! I'm leaving you, with the 10% of Juxing that I own!” 

Chu Yuhe couldn't believe that Xu Xinrou would leave him when he needed her the most . What was 

more, she even intend to take her money . 



Chu Yuhe would never let her do that . 

“Are you breaking up with me?” Chu Yuhe stood up and grabbed Xu Xinrou's shoulders . “And you want 

to take 10%? Xu Xinrou! Are you trying to stab me in the back when I need you the most? How can you 

be so cruel?” 

Xu Xinrou freed herself from Chu Yuhe's grip and looked at him as if she was insulting his pride . 

“I'm just taking what belongs to me, is that wrong? If it wasn't for me, you would've never been able to 

achieve what you have today!” 
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“You still have to give me credit for all that hard work!” Xu Xinrou shouted . “Do you really think 10% Is 

enough?” 

It was as if Chu Yuhe had been slapped in the face, and his face became colder . 

“Rourou, are you really going to be so heartless? If not for Juxing or me, do you think you could've 

become the huge star you are today?” Chu Yuhe asked . “I've given you the best resources the company 

has to offer and even agreed to everything you wanted . Do you think you could find another man like 

me?” 

“Don't think too highly of yourself! Do you think that I'm unaware of the fact that you've gotten bored of 

me? Why don't we just call it off? For both of our benefits . ” 

In truth, Xu Xinrou had wanted to dump Chu Yuhe even before the scandal happened . She could now 

use the chance to get what she wanted . 

“It seems like I've underestimated what you could do!” Chu Yuhe said . “You've already thought of what 

to do once you've left me, haven't you? Looks like you've found yourself another man and you want to 

dump the useless me now, am I right?” 

“Don't be ridiculous!” Xu Xinrou shouted, growing more agitated . 

Chu Yuhe wasn't completely wrong . With the position he was in, he could've gotten wind of anything 

that was happening in the entertainment business . 

With Xu Xinrou's reputation, she could've had the chance to get in touch with high-ranking officials or 

even nobles . It was true that a few men with money to spare wanted to get their hands on her, and she 

was already thinking about it . 

“Then why are you leaving me? You can't do that!” Chu Yuhe hugged Xu Xinrou . 

“Stop clinging onto me, would you?” Xu Xinrou pushed him away, and he almost fell over from hitting a 

small table . 

Chu Yuhe could feel that Xu Xinrou was determined to dump him, yet he didn't want to lose just like that 

. He noticed a fruit knife on the table and picked it up . 



“Chu Yuhe, what are you doing?” Xu Xinrou saw the knife and began to worry . 

“Xinrou, please, don't leave me” Chu Yuhe cried as he took a step towards Xu Xinrou . “I love you, I can't 

stand losing you! Rourou… if you leave me, then I will…” 

“Don't… don't do anything stupid!” Xu Xinrou said as she took a step back . “Yuhe, calm down!” 

“What's there to live for without you in my life?” Chu Yuhe rested the knife on his chest threateningly . 

“If you still want to leave me, I'll tell the press all of your secrets and die in front of you!” 

“…” Xu Xinrou was shocked by the fact that Chu Yuhe was trying to threaten her . 

What a useless guy! 

Every time anything big happens, he will always do the same thing . If not for me, he would've been 

dead . 

If he really exposes all of my secrets, then my future is over . 

I should stall him first and dump him when I have the chance . 

“Put the knife down,” Xu Xinrou said after she'd decided the action she would take . “I'll forgive you . I'm 

just angry at Yunhai for abandoning us . ” 

As soon as Xu Xinrou finished her sentence, Chu Yuhe ran over and hugged her . 

“My love, I need you,” Chu Yuhe said . “I need your help . ” 

“Of course you do, or else who would help you?” Xu Xinrou said to comfort him . “The most important 

thing now is to find a way to get out of this trouble first . ” 

“Do you have any ideas?” Chu Yuhe asked . He could only rely on her to regain everything . 
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“If Yunhai withdrew themselves, all we had to do is find a new investor!” Xu Xinrou said . “If we can find 

one, then Juxing could be saved . ” 

“That's a good idea!” Chu Yuhe exclaimed . “But where can we find an investor with the puddle of shit 

we're in?” 

“I have someone in mind, Mr . Li from the Lianzhong Entertainment . ” Xu Xinrou's expression changed 

as she made the suggestion . “But his condition is a little…” 

“What does he need? Just tell me!” Chu Yuhe said . He'd already guessed what Mr . Li wanted . That old 

man definitely wants Xu Xinrou to spend a few nights with him . 

Xu Xinrou whispered something into Chu Yuhe's ear, and Chu Yuhe remained silent . He'd been right; Mr 

. Li wanted Xu Xinrou to spend a week with him, and in turn, he would invest in Juxing Entertainment . 



Chu Yuhe still remembered that Mr . Li had offered 50 million Yuan for a night with Xu Xiyan . They'd 

offended him because they could not hold up their end of the offer . He'd never thought that five years 

later, Mr . Li would have his eyes on Xu Xinrou . 

This type of underground trading was normal in the entertainment business . Chu Yuhe even hooked up 

some of his female celebrities with rich men . 

It wasn't hard for Chu Yuhe to give Xu Xinrou to some other man, as their relationship had already 

diminished a long time ago . 

If I could get Juxing back on track by using her, it'd definitely be worth it! 

“All right, I'll set it up,” Chu Yuhe gritted his teeth and said after a few moments of silence . 

“Oh, one more thing . ” Xu Xinrou noticed Chu Yuhe was leaving and stopped him . “All of this happened 

because of Xu Xiyan . We have to think of a way to take care of her . ” 

“You're right . I'll ask someone to take care of her!” 

“No, we can't do it ourselves, we'll have to look for alternatives,” Xu Xinrou said . “I know! Why don't 

you put out a scandal saying that Jing Xi is trying to steal Huang Yanran's spot?” 

“You're really smart!” Chu Yuhe said as soon as he realized what Xu Xinrou was planning . “I'll take care 

of it right away!” 

Huo Yunshen accompanied Ying Bao around the zoo . They went to see the monkeys and elephants, 

then they visited the ostriches and giraffes . 

They were standing under a huge sign with a map on it after they'd seen half of the zoo . 

“Uncle Dimple, look,” Ying Bao pointed at a red arrow on the map and said . “We're currently here . ” 

The map showed that they were already close to the lion and the tiger's cages . 

“The tiger's house is near!” Huo Yunshen said . 

“Yay!” Ying Bao cheered . “Do you think the thigors are up?” 

“Of course they are!” Huo Yunshen replied . “The sun should be burning their butts by now . ” 

Ying Bao raised her head and looked at the dazzling sun . She couldn't feel her butt burning up, but her 

face was already red hot from the sun . 

She took a red cap from her bag and said, “Mummy said that we should always wear a cap under the 

sun or we'll get sunburned . ” 

“Then I should wear mine, too,” Huo Yunshen said, putting on a white cap . 

Just as they were about to head for the tiger's cage, the sign above them became loose and fell towards 

Ying Bao . 
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“Be careful!” Huo Yunshen noticed the danger in time, but Ying Bao was still in danger . 

Huo Yunshen extended his arm and covered Ying Bao with his body . 

Huo Yunshen could feel his back being hit by something heavy, and his head and back hurt from the 

crash . 

The guards couldn't even react to the sudden falling sign, which crushed their CEO and the cute little girl 

. 

They quickly rushed over and lifted the board to one side . 

“Young master!” 

“Your master! Are you all right?” 

The guards turned Huo Yunshen over, only to find him unconscious . But the little girl under him 

remained unharmed . 

“Not good! The young master has fainted!” 

“Someone call Mr . Xiao!” 

“Get him to a hospital now!” 

The guards kept shouting as Ying Bao opened her eyes and crawled out . She noticed Huo Yunshen was 

lying on top of her, unconscious . She began to cry . 

“Uncle Dimple… Uncle Dimple…” Ying Bao cried, as she knew he'd fainted because he was trying to 

protect her . She was worried that he would die from the impact . 

“Uncle Dimple, wake up… Uncle Dimple…” 

Maybe Ying Bao's voice had awoken Huo Yunshen, as he opened his eyes and was met by the little girl's 

crying face . 

“Don't cry, little one,” Huo Yunshen said, wiping the tears off Ying Bao's face . “I'm all right…” 

“Uncle Dimple…” Ying Bao noticed that Huo Yunshen was awake and hugged him tightly . 

Huo Yunshen was hurt pretty badly from the falling sign, and every muscle in his body ached when he 

tried to move . Blood began to drip from his forehead . 

“Help me up!' Huo Yunshen ordered his guards . 

The guards let out breaths of relief as soon as they saw Huo Yunshen was awake . They went over and 

helped him up to his wheelchair . 

“Uncle Dimple, you're bleeding!” Ying Bao pointed at Huo Yunshen's forehead worriedly . “It must've 

hurt, right? What should we do? Should we call Xi baby?” 



Huo Yunshen had mostly recovered his consciousness because of his sturdy body . The only wound that 

was left was the small cut on his head . 

“I'm fine, Cherry . Xi baby is still working, let's not disturb her,” Huo Yunshen said as he touched his 

forehead . “Ouch…” 

The pain from touching the wound was too intense . Huo Yunshen lowered his head and saw that his 

hand was covered in blood . 

“Young master, we better get you to a hospital,” one of the guards said . 

“I said I'm fine,” Huo Yunshen said, as he wouldn't even go to a hospital for worse injuries . 

The little girl finally has the chance to play at the zoo, there's no way I'm going to spoil her day . 

Yi Xiao came back with a medical kit and applied bandages to Huo Yunshen's injuries . 

“Come on, let's go and see the tiger,” Huo Yunshen said, picking up Ying Bao . He rested her on his knees 

and wheeled them towards the tiger cage . 

“Does it still hurt?” Ying Bao raised her head and touched Huo Yunshen's face with her little hand . 

“Only a little, don't worry about it . ” 

“Can I blow on it? My mum said that it helps . ” Ying Bao tried to raise her head higher . 

Huo Yunshen lowered his head and let the little girl blow on his wound . 

It was a light blow, like a feather touching his face, yet it was the warmest wind that he'd ever felt . 

“It doesn't hurt anymore, not even one bit! Thank you, little cherry . ” 
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Ying Bao finally relaxed and smiled . She began to like uncle Dimple more and more . 

He's like a superhero! 

Huo Yunshen bore his pain and continued to play with Ying Bao, not wanting to spoil the child's day or 

disturb Xu Xiyan . 

They went for a picnic that was prepared by Yi Xiao for lunch . 

Meanwhile, it was break time on the “Root of Evil” set . 

Xu Xiyan checked the timetable and noticed she was booked on both sides from 3:00 PM to 8:00 PM . 

That meant she only had two hours of break time . She remembered that she had to go to the hospital 

and get the medicines for Huo Yunshen, and quickly drove there . 

She did not make an appointment with Professor Qin and didn't even register at the front desk . She 

charged straight into the elevator and headed for Professor Qin's office . 



She stood in front of the office's door to catch her breath . 

Just as she was about to knock, she heard someone talking inside and thought Professor Qin had 

another patient with him . 

She decided not to disturb them, and looked for a couch where she could sit while waiting for them . 

Before she could even turn, she suddenly felt like she'd heard the voice from inside the office before . 

Out of curiosity, she stopped and tried to make out who it was . 

“I don't need you to do anything serious . You just have to switch his medicine to this,” the man said . 

Xu Xiyan was very sensitive to voices and could instantly make out that it belonged to Huo Jingtang . 

Why is he here? 

Whose medicine? 

Xu Xiyan was puzzled, and the curiosity made her stay and listen further . 

“Mr . Huo, this medicine you're giving me will cause mental paralysis and myasthenia gravis if taken for a 

long period of time,” Professor Qin said . “If you give it to Huo Yunshen, it'll be worse . I'm sorry, but I'm 

not going to do anything that will harm my patient . ” 

Qin Kun was a man with beliefs . He was a man who had taken a vow to continue his practice without 

submitting to any temptations . 

“Are you saying the money is not enough?” 

“No, it has nothing to do with money . My job is to heal people, not harm them . ” 

“Professor Qin, I hope you will reconsider,” Huo Jingtang said as his voice became colder . “Huo Yunshen 

will never get back on his feet, Yunhai Entertainment will fall under my control sooner or later . If you 

help me, I'll make sure to repay the favor in the future . If you don't, then I don't know what will happen 

to your wife and children . ” 

Xu Xiyan finally understood what was happening . Huo Jingtang was trying to bribe Professor Qin with 5 

million Yuan so he would switch Huo Yunshen's medicine . 

He's trying to make Huo Yunshen unable to stand ever again . 

That's too vicious! 

Huo Yunshen treated him like his own brother, and yet he's here trying to hurt him . 

Just for the inheritance? 

Just as Xu Xiyan was talking to herself, Huo Jingtang played a recording . Cries of children could be heard 

from the recording, they were all shouting for their dad . 

Qin Kun heard his children's voice and instantly knew that Huo Jingtang had kidnapped his family to 

make him do his dirty work . 



“Huo Jingtang! What have you done to my family?” Qin Kun questioned in anger . 
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 “Don't worry, Qin Kun,” Huo Jingtang smiled . “Your wife and children are in a safe place . As long as you 

follow my instructions, you'll get them back soon . ” 

Qin Kun remained silent . He'd been presented with a hard choice to make . On one side, he'd have to 

fall into darkness and help Huo Jingtang with his evil deeds . Yet on the other hand, if he didn't, he 

would lose his family . 

What should I do? 

“I'll leave the medicine here . I'll give you time to consider my offer . ” 

Xu Xiyan heard footsteps closing in on the door and quickly hid in a dark corner . 

The office's door opened, and Huo Jingtang walked out from it with a huge grin on his face . 

Xu Xiyan looked at Huo Jingtang's back as he left and couldn't help but feel a chill down her spine . She'd 

never thought that Huo Jingtang was a man who would do something like that . 

Huo Jingtang had acted like he cared about Huo Yunshen, but that was just an act . In truth, he even 

tried to hurt Huo Yunshen by swapping his medicine with something that would harm him . 

Xu Xiyan couldn't help but sigh at Huo Yunshen's harsh life . 

Huo Yunshen had always looked up to Huo Jiungtang as his brother because, he was saved by Huo 

Jingtang when they were little . He felt like he owed Huo Jingtang for that and always agreed to 

everything Huo Jingtang wanted . 

Huo Yunshen thought of Huo Jingtang as his own brother, while Huo Jingtang thought of him as a thorn 

in his flesh . 

If Huo Yunshen learns of this, it will definitely hurt him . 

Xu Xiyan sighed, but at the same time, she also felt relieved that she'd gotten to hear the conversation . 

She stood in the corner and thought of how to proceed . After coming up with a plan, she walked to the 

door and opened it . 

Qin Kun was sitting in his chair lost in thought . 

“Good afternoon, Professor Qin, I'm here for Mr . Huo's medicine,” Xu Xiyan said as she walked in . 

Huo Yunshen had already phoned Qin Kun and told him that Xu Xiyan would be in charge of fetching his 

medicine in the future . 

“Miss Jing Xi,” Qin Kun could barely form his words of greeting . 

“This is his medicine right?” Xu Xiyan looked at the white bottle on the table and asked . “I'll take them, 

then, thank you for your hard work . ” 

Qin Kun did not respond, and Xu Xiyan took that as a yes . She took the bottle and turned to leave . 



“Wait,” Qin Kun called out just as Xu Xiyan was about to turn the handle on the door . “That's the wrong 

medicine . ” 

Xu Xiyan let out a breath of relief . She understood that it could cost Qin Kun everything to have made 

that decision . 

He still hasn't given up on his humanity yet, even when his own family is in danger . He did not forfeit his 

vow and his promises . 

“If I'm correct, then this is the medicine that'll cause nerve paralysis to a normal person if they use it 

often . ” Xu Xiyan turned and smiled while putting the medicine back on the table . “If a disabled person 

took it, they'd never be able to stand again, am I right?” 

Qin Kun's expression instantly changed, and he had no idea how to respond to the question . 
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 “I heard everything,” Xu Xiyan continued . “If you don't do what Huo Jingtang asked you to do, your 

family will be in danger . If you follow his instructions, he'll definitely give you a hefty reward, but if you 

don't, then he might kill your family . ” 

“…” Qin Kun didn't expect Xu Xiyan to have heard the whole conversation . He'd had no idea how to face 

her, or face Huo Yunshen who'd believed in him for years . 

“Yet, in spite of the situation, you still chose to do the right thing . And for that, you've earned my 

respect,” Xu Xiyan said . “If you believe me, I have a way to save your family and not do Huo Jingtang's 

evil deed, how about it?” 

“You have a way?” Qin Kun raised his head and stared at Xu Xiyan in awe . He was desperate to know 

how Xu Xiyan could help take care of his troubles . 

Xu Xiyan replied only with a cunning smile . 

After Xu Xiyan left the rehab center, she went straight to find her grandfather, Jing Huaduo . 

“What's wrong?” Jing Huaduo asked when he saw his granddaughter rushing in . 

“Grandpa, can you help me appraise the contents of this medicine?” Xu Xiyan asked while gasping for air 

. Her head was covered with sweat as she handed the bottle of medicine to Jing Huaduo . 

Jing Huaduo inspected the bottle and noticed that it was medicine to prevent muscular atrophy and 

instantly knew who the intended recipient was . 

The old man was still reluctant to have his own granddaughter helping someone from the Huo family . 

“Yanyan, you should live your own life and stop mingling in other people's lives,” Jing Huatuo said . 

“Don't be like your mother and give everything for one man . You should be careful with who you 

choose to be with . ” 

It was as Jing Huaduo had said . Jing Ruyue gave her everything for a man and lost everything because of 

it . 



She'd been tricked by Xu Jinshan and in the end, paid for it with her life . 

Jing Huaduo understood both his daughter and granddaughter too well . Xu Xiyan was the same as her 

mother, straightforward and willing to do anything for the person she fell for . 

“I get it, grandpa . ” Xu Xiyan smiled, as she knew that Jing Huaduo was worried about her . “I'll open my 

eyes before I decide to do anything rash . ” 

“We should just call off the bet that we've made . ” Jing Huaduo said . “You better stop helping the kid 

from the Huo family . If anything happens, they will definitely blame it on you . ” 

“Come on, grandpa, a deal is a deal . ” Xu Xiyan rested her head on Jing Huaduo's shoulder . “Plus, if not 

for Huo Yunshen, I would've been the one in the accident . I'm just trying to repay the debt here . ” 

Xu Xiyan made up a story that Huo Yunshen became crippled because he was trying to save her, which 

she used to trick her grandfather . 

“Fine, just be careful . ” Jing Huaduo shook his head, agreeing to assist Xu Xiyan in helping Huo Yunshen . 

Jing Huaduo opened the bottle and took a sniff which made him frown immediately . 

“Give me a few minutes,” Jing Huaduo said and went into the lab to analyze the medicine . 

After half an hour had passed, Jing Huaduo came out with the results… 
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After half an hour had passed, Jing Huaduo came out with the results and handed them to Xu Xiyan . 

“There's a huge amount of quinidine and tubocurarine chloride in the medicine,” Jing Huaduo said . 

“Isn't quinidine used to cure heart attacks?” Xu Xiyan asked . 

“Yes, the quinidine is used in curing atrial premature beats, atrial fibrillation, paroxysmal SVT and more, 

while the tubocurarine chloride is a neuromuscular blocking drug that can prevent muscle atrophy . But 

the side-effect of using quinidine is myasthenia gravis . If you mix these two together, even a normal 

person could become crippled if they are exposed to it long enough . ” 

Jing Huaduo finished explaining, and his face darkened . 

“Yanyan, where did you get this from?” he asked . 

“Actually, grandpa, this is Huo Yunshen's medicine,” Xu Xiyan explained . “I'm lucky to have you 

examining this before having him take it, or else he would have been in huge trouble . ” 

“Is someone trying to hurt this kid from the Huo family?” Jing Huaduo asked in surprise . 

“Wow! Grandpa! You're really smart!” Xu Xiyan smiled and grabbed her grandfather's hand . “You're like 

the reincarnation of Sherlock Holmes! There's nothing that can escape your eyes . ” 

Jing Huaduo was lost in thought . Even if he and Huo Xun were rivals, Huo Yunshen was still Yun Meng's 

grandson . 



Even if Yun Meng had been passed for several years, there was no way that Jing Huaduo was gonna sit 

still and let someone hurt Huo Yunshen . 

“How about this,” Jing Huaduo said, grabbing Xu Xiyan's hand . “I'll give you a few of my homemade 

Bone Strengthening Pills and let him take them periodically . At least it's better than the poison you're 

holding . ” 

“Wow, thank you, grandpa! Now, you're like the reincarnation of Jesus!” Xu Xiyan clapped . 

Xu Xiyan definitely knew of the Bone Strengthening Pills made from Jing family's secret recipe . Her 

grandfather would only make 100 bottles each year and would only sell them to old customers . 

It was something that money couldn't buy . 

Xu Xiyan had always wanted to get some for Huo Yunshen, but with how her grandfather hated the Huo 

family, she knew she had no chance . That was why she thought of this plan and got her grandfather to 

give Huo Yunshen some by his own will . 

“Stop with the flattery!' Jing Huaduo scolded, handing her a few bottles of pills . “Remember, you can 

work by his side but never fall for him, do you hear me?” 

“Yes, sir!” Xu Xiyan saluted, and it made Jing Huaduo crack up . 

“All right, hurry up and go do your stuff,” Jing Huaduo said . 

“Okay, goodbye, grandpa,” Xu Xiyan said and left . 

But after she ran a few steps, Jing Huaduo called out to her . 

“Hey, where's Ying Bao? Is she not with you?” Jing Huaduo asked . 

“Huh? Oh! She's with Orange,” Xu Xiyan lied . If her grandfather knew that Ying Bao was with Huo 

Yunshen, he'd definitely explode . 

“I see, all right then . Be careful on your way back,” Jing Huaduo said . 

“All right . ” 

Xu Xiyan left his grandfather's clinic and drove back to the set . 

A van stopped in front of the set of “Root of Evil . ” A woman wearing a black dress and a jacket over her 

shoulder could be seen sitting inside it . She was wearing sunglasses, and 10 centimeter high heels on 

her feet . She got out of the van with the help of her assistant . 

The crew noticed that it was Huang Yanran and quickly greeted her . 

Huang Yanran returned the greeting with a fake smile . Her left wrist, covered in bandages, could barely 

be seen under the jacket . 
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Huang Yanran went straight to Peng Sicheng's studio with her assistant . 



Peng Sicheng was discussing a few shots with his editor when Huang Yanran walked in . He was too 

immersed in the discussion to notice Huang Yanran standing behind him . 

“Director,” Huang Yanran called out . 

“Oh, Yanran?” Peng Sicheng said, turning to look at her . “You're out form the hospital?” 

“Yeah, I think that I should get back to my job as soon as possible,” Huang Yanran replied . 

“I see, here, have a seat,” Peng Sicheng said, pointing to a chair . 

Huang Yanran looked at the dirty plastic chair and frowned . Her assistant quickly took out a piece of 

cloth and a bottle of sterilizer . After a few wipes on the chair, she signaled Huang Yanran that it was 

clean . 

Peng Sicheng saw everything and rolled his eyes . 

He'd only learned that Huang Yanran had mysophobia after she'd joined the set . She would always have 

everything sterilized before she used it: doors, chairs, cups, anything that she came across . 

She would always ask for doubles when the scene might dirty her or when it required hard labor . 

To call her mysophobic was just a much more subtle way to define her; to put it simply, she was an 

unreasonable person . 

Peng Sicheng would rather choose people like Jing Xi to be his lead actress if he had the choice . He 

would never submit to using people like Huang Yanran . 

Yet in reality, he did not have the power to decide who would be playing the main actress . The decision 

was made by their investors, and they had chosen Huang Yanran to play the role . 

“How is your wrist?” Peng Sicheng asked once Huang Yanran had sat down . 

“Thank you for your concerns,” Huang Yanran said, raising her left hand . “It's almost healed . ” 

“That means it's still not fully healed yet . ” Peng Sicheng rubbed his chin . “This type of injury should 

take around 100 days to heal, and it has just been a few days since you suffered this injury, hasn't it? 

Didn't I tell you to take it slow and come back after you're fully healed?” 

“I'm fine, director . Really,” Huang Yanran quickly explained . “I'm ready to get back to my work . ” 

The truth was that Huang Yanran had intentionally twisted her wrist when she was coming down from 

the wire work . She was trying to coerce the crew into raising her pay . 

She had guessed that Peng Sicheng wouldn't be able to find another actress to replace her, which made 

her believe she could ask for a higher price . 

Peng Sicheng had seen many celebrities that were the same as Huang Yanran . He did not comply to her 

demands and told her that he'd wait for her to heal . 

All of this led to Peng Sicheng asking Xu Xiyan to play the stunt double part first . 



Yet he'd never thought that the media would misunderstand, thinking that Peng Sicheng had replaced 

Huang Yanran, giving her role to the newcomer, Jing Xi . 

It was normal for Huang Yanran to believe the scandals she saw on the news at home . 

She quickly rushed back to the set to take back her role, to prevent her job from being taken away by a 

stunt double without fame . 

“There's no need to rush,” Peng Sicheng said . “I'll contact you once we finish with everything we've 

planned for the next few days . ” 

Peng Sicheng took the initiative and showed her who the boss was . 

He was the director . If he wanted her there, then she'd have to show up . If he wanted her to stay at 

home, she had no authority to decline . 

“Director…” Huang Yanran appeared puzzled . 

She wanted to say something, but Peng Sicheng turned his back on her and continued his discussion 

with the editor . 

There was no way that Huang Yanran, who always stood high and mighty, would put up with the 

attitude that Peng Sicheng was showing her . 
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Huang Yanran could only sit at the side and stare at the director and editor who were going over the 

edits . She was overwhelmed by a feeling of uneasiness . 

She had to admit that Xu Xiyan was performing better than she had . She could do stunts that Huang 

Yanran could never do . And even with things that Huang Yanran excelled at, Xu Xiyan could do them 

better . 

Being an actor was something that required both hard work and talent . 

Huang Yanran did not have any acting talents . Her degree from Peijing Film Institution had been bought 

with money, and she'd gotten into the entertainment business by using her connections . She became 

famous because she had behind-the-back deals with a few rich men . 

Without all those resources, Huang Yanran would never beat Xu Xiyan with her acting prowess . 

What was more was that Xu Xiyan was better at both action scenes and dramatic scenes, and was even 

prettier than Huang Yanran . With the hype that Xu Xiyan was having at that moment, Huang Yanran 

was really worried that Xu Xiyan would take over her role . 

What to do? What should I do? 

If the director really cuts me off, how am I supposed to live in the entertainment business? 



Huang Yanran's worries were legit; it was normal to replace actors or actresses if the original sustained 

injuries . 

Huang Yanran realized that she could not lose her spot as the lead actress and would definitely give the 

spot away to Xu Xiyan . 

Huang Yanran took her assistant, He Liang, with her and left the director's workshop . Deep down her 

heart was infinite anger, and she had no place to let it out . She could only blame it all on the stunt 

double . 

That damn Jing Xi! What a cunning girl! I must punish her for what she did! 

“Hey,” He Liang said, noticing someone walking towards them . “Yanran, isn't that Jing Xi?” 

Huang Yanran raised her head, and there she was, walking towards them . 

Speak of the devil! Huang Yanran scolded in her head . She walked up to Xu Xiyan and slapped her in her 

face . 

Xu Xiyan had been walking with her head down and didn't notice someone was approaching her . The 

next thing she knew, her cheek was stinging a blow to the face . She raised her head and saw that it was 

Huang Yanran who'd slapped her . 

The staff members all stopped what they were doing and looked at them . All of them agreed that Xu 

Xiyan definitely deserved it, as they believed she was trying to snatch the leading role from Huang 

Yanran's hands . 

“What was that for?” Xu Xiyan shouted . 

“Do I need any reason to slap you?” Huang Yanran replied with a cold face . 

Xu Xiyan was angered by Huang Yanran's ridiculous reasoning and returned a few slaps to her face . 

The slaps were fast and accurate . 

Huang Yanran's beautiful face was red from the slaps as blood dripped from her mouth . 

“What are you…How dare you hit me!?” Huang Yanran screamed, her hands covering her face . 

“Aren't you the one who said we don't need any reasons to hit people? I'm just repaying the favor . ” 

 

 


